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Today, we will be discussing topics that are disturbing.

Many of the terms and language we will be using may 
often be described as “inappropriate.” But for the 
purposes of this panel, they are wholly authentic and 
accurate.

WE ARE GOING DARK…
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• Social Media – The Usual Suspects

• Message Board – An online method for people to ask questions, 
start discussion topics, and communicate with each other.

• Reddit - An extremely popular message board. Number 3 in U.S. 
Internet traffic. Number 6 in the world. It’s important.

• 4chan – This message board has six categories and started off as a 
way for fans to talk about Anime. It allows anonymous posting.

BASELINE INFORMATION
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• Twitch.tv – A live-streaming video service that caters to gamers 
and gaming culture. 

• Tweet / Retweet / Follow / Block – Make a post, share a 
post, follow someone on social media, block all communication with 
someone on social media (in that order).

• DMs – Short for “Direct Messages,” these are typically private 
conversations between two individuals.

• Common Targets for Harassment – LGBTQ+, People of 

color, Women, Children, Teens, Religious minorities, all marginalized 
populations.

BASELINE INFORMATION
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DEEPER DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE

Max Pixel
https://www.maxpixel.net/Cave-Nature-Cavern-Woods-Entrance-Moss-Forest-1566205
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THE ALT-RIGHT

Illustration by Matt Furie / British Broadcasting Corporation
https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-37493165
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The Alt-Right traces back “…to a speech given by an obscure 
right-wing philosopher, Paul Gottfried, shortly after the election 
of Barack Obama in 2008. 
In it, Gottfried called for "an independent intellectual Right, one 
that exists without movement establishment funding" and 
declared: "Our group is also full of young thinkers and activists, 
and if there is to be an independent Right, our group will have to 
become its leaders."

WHAT IS THE ALT-RIGHT?

https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-37021991 Ha



Metastasized into “an ideological grouping associated 
with extreme conservative or reactionary viewpoints, 
characterized by a rejection of mainstream politics and by 
the use of online media to disseminate deliberately 
controversial content.”

WHAT IS THE ALT-RIGHT?

https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/alt-right Ha



SYMBOLS OF THE ALT-RIGHT

• Snowflake – used to describe entitled people or social justice warriors (SJWs)
• Cuckservative or Cuck – Derived from Cuckold, used to describe ineffective males
• ((( Triple Parenthesis ))) –placed around a name to suggest someone is Jewish, 

often in a derogatory way
• “It’s OK to be white.” – a saying with a covert or tinge of white supremacy
• Red Pilled - converting to alt right views, to see the truth (The Matrix)
• Dog Whistle – Use of coded language that only racists can hear

Pepe the Frog Kek Flag
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BELIEFS OF THE ALT-RIGHT
• Alt Right adherents identify with a range of different ideologies that put white 

identity at their centers.

• Many claim themselves as Identitarians, who espouse racism and intolerance 
under the guise of preserving the ethnic and cultural origins of their counties.

• Others identify as so-called radical traditionalists, people who want to preserve 
what they claim are traditional Christian values but from a uniquely white 
supremacist perspective.

• Others in the Alt Right simply identify as white nationalists, who want to preserve 
the white majority in the U.S., claiming that whites losing their majority status is 
equivalent to “white genocide.”

• A number of Alt Righters are also blatantly anti-Semitic and blame Jews for 
allegedly promoting anti-white policies such as immigration and diversity. 

Ha
https://www.tolerance.org/magazine/toolkit-for-what-is-the-altright
https://www.adl.org/resources/backgrounders/alt-right-a-primer-about-the-new-white-supremacy



• Charlottesville, North Carolina

• “Unite the Right” Rally

• Sparked by the planned removal of a 
confederate statue.

• Included a mix of Neo-Nazis, Neo-
Confederates, Alt-Right, Neo-Fascists, 
White Nationalists, militia groups, and 
counter-protestors.

• White Supremacist James Alex Fields, Jr 
rammed his car in to a group of 
counter-protestors, killing Heather 
Heyer and injuries scores of others.

REAL WORLD EVENTS

https://www.pbs.org/newshour/politics/officials-declare-states-of-emergency-ahead-of-anniversary-of-violent-charlottesville-rally
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https://www.businessinsider.com/extremist-killings-links-right-wing-extremism-report-2019-1
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• Meeting Room Policy
• Guest Speakers
• Adults, Teens, Tweens, and the Internet
• Collection Development 

LIBRARY WORLD
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THE INCEL MOVEMENT

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-us-canada-43892189

Elliot Rodger
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Most of the world was introduced to incels in 2014 when Elliot 
Rodger killed six people and injured 14 more at University of 
California - Santa Barbara. Rodger wrote a long manifesto blaming 
women for not having sex with him, and it made him a hero among 
some incels. On message boards and forums, they joke that they’re 
going to “go E.R.” In April, Alek Minassian, 25, drove a van into a 
crowd in Toronto, killing 10 people. He’d praised Rodger on 
Facebook.

REAL WORLD EVENTS
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• Incels are members of an online sub-culture.
• Almost made entirely of heterosexual males, this group believes that they are 

“involuntarily celibate.” – or “Incel”
• “Incels believe that 20 percent of men are “Chads”—handsome and charming guys 

who have sex with about 80 percent of the women in the world. Because 
feminism has removed some of the stigma on female sexuality, the theory goes, 
women will sleep with countless Chads, leaving incels sexless. Some incels are 
“blackpilled,” meaning they think this is their lot in life, and it cannot be 
changed. Others try to “looksmax,” meaning make themselves more attractive 
by getting plastic surgery or doing exercises to make their necks thicker.”

WHAT IS AN INCEL?

https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/7xqw3g/this-is-what-the-life-of-an-incel-looks-like?utm_source=vicefbus&fbclid=IwAR2Cm-G2ChaKXnPAhubOuS7HEkk0KTIlM-63_PtbB0h6aM3cyDznkFgFjqM Bu



Important to note that the term “Involuntary Celibate” was started by a 
woman in the 1990’s who had experienced difficulties in dating. She 
thought she would be “forever alone.” In reality, and by her own 
admission, she was having difficulty connecting with men because she was 
queer. Only after self-discovery did she better understand her own identity. 
She has claimed that she is horrified by what her terminology has morphed 
in to, comparing it to a scientist that inadvertently creates a military 
weapon.

WHAT IS AN INCEL?

https://news.vice.com/en_us/article/7xqw3g/this-is-what-the-life-of-an-incel-looks-like?utm_source=vicefbus&fbclid=IwAR2Cm-G2ChaKXnPAhubOuS7HEkk0KTIlM-63_PtbB0h6aM3cyDznkFgFjqM Bu



• Black Pilled – You will forever be an incel
• Femoids – combination female and humanoid – a personified 

sex object
• Stacys – We have a wonderful graphic
• Beckys – We have a wonderful graphic
• Chads – Muscular men with many sexual partners.
• Elliot Rodger – Significant figure in the incel movement, 

referenced as hero

SYMBOLS OF THE INCEL MOVEMENT

https://www.vox.com/2018/4/28/17290256/incel-chad-stacy-becky Bu



SYMBOLS OF THE INCEL MOVEMENT

https://www.vox.com/2018/4/28/17290256/incel-chad-stacy-becky



SYMBOLS OF THE INCEL MOVEMENT

https://slate.com/human-interest/2018/07/incel-memes-like-millimeters-of-bone-and-virgin-vs-chad-mask-a-dangerous-and-toxic-culture.html



• It is going to be hard to spot anti-social behaviors in a public 
library setting.

• The best way to help alleviate anti-social behavior is by 
creating social events that are fun, low-pressure.

• Family members may approach librarians looking for guidance 
in helping or supporting someone exhibiting anti-social 
tendencies.

LIBRARY WORLD



DOXXING

Illustration by Robert Sammelin / New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/29/magazine/the-serial-swatter.html 
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• The term "dox" (also spelt "doxx", and short for "[dropping] 
documents") first came into vogue as a verb around a decade 
ago, referring to malicious hackers' habit of collecting personal 
and private information, including home addresses and national 
identity numbers. The data are often released publicly against a 
person’s wishes.

• Users leave digital traces behind, registering on more than one 
site with the same email address, posting under the same 
username on multiple forums, or even using similar phrases in 
different contexts.

WHAT IS DOXXING?

http://theconversation.com/what-is-doxxing-and-why-is-it-so-scary-95848 Hu



• Everyone from celebrities, to politicians, to 
regular internet users have had their personal 
information leaked.

• Reddit has admitted that it helped to fuel "online 
witch hunts." The debacle has sparked debate 
about how far such speculation should go in 
the future.

REAL WORLD EVENTS

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-22263020 Hu



• #Gamergate was a controversy surrounding Zoë Quinn and the release 
of her game “Depression Quest.”

• An ex-boyfriend published a document detailing intimate details about 
their relationship and claiming that Quinn’s new relationship with a 
video game reviewer fostered positive reviews (there was no 
relationship).

• A horde of internet users believed that Quinn had completely bluffed 
her way on to the platform Steam and they were determined to 
expose this “conspiracy.” They used the hashtag #gamergate to 
coordinate their efforts.

WHAT WAS #GAMERGATE?

https://www.csmonitor.com/Technology/Tech-Culture/2014/1125/Gamergate-and-the-new-horde-of-digital-saboteurs



• They utilized doxxing and other forms of harassment to 
punish Quinn.

• When social media platforms removed comments that were 
against Terms of Service, opponents claimed they were 
being censored.

• Brianna Wu was another video game developer targeted by 
internet trolls. In retaliation, she created a $11,000 bounty 
on doxxers. This halted their efforts pretty quickly.

WHAT WAS #GAMERGATE?

https://www.csmonitor.com/Technology/Tech-Culture/2014/1125/Gamergate-and-the-new-horde-of-digital-saboteurs



• Adults, Teens, Tweens, and the Internet
• Digital Privacy - Social Media, Gaming, Discord
• Be careful about sharing information online!
• Library Advocates / Activists need to be safe on 

Twitter and other Social Media

LIBRARY WORLD



SWATTING

Illustration by Robert Sammelin / New York Times
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/11/29/magazine/the-serial-swatter.html 
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• Swatting is the making of a prank call to emergency services 
in an attempt to bring about the dispatch of a large number 
of armed police officers (SWAT team) to the address of a 
target.

• Hackers can make calls to 911 that appear to be local, but 
can come from anywhere around the world

WHAT IS SWATTING?

https://www.cbsnews.com/news/what-is-swatting-prank-call-turns-deadly-in-kansas-police-shooting/ Ha



REAL 
WORLD 
EVENTS

https://www.ctvnews.ca/world/ohio-gamer-sentenced-to-15-months-
prison-in-swatting-case-1.4593094 Ha



• In December 2017, Kansas man Andrew Finch was shot and killed by police who 
were responding to a fake 911 call. The assailant was motivated by an online 
gaming dispute and mistakenly believed the person he was feuding with lived at 
Finch’s address. (The perpetrator was playing on his Public Library’s Wifi)

• One swatter, a 16-year-old boy known online as “Obnoxious,” used the crime as 
one aspect of a campaign of serial harassment against dozens of women. 
Numerous female Twitch streamers across the United States have found heavily 
armed police at their doors, looking for assailants that didn’t exist

• A 2016 Illinois law introduced harsher penalties and says that anyone found 
responsible must reimburse the agency for all reasonable costs of the emergency 
response, up to $10,000.

REAL WORLD EVENTS

https://www.dailydot.com/layer8/what-is-swatting/ Ha



REAL 
WORLD 
EVENTS

https://chicago.cbslocal.com/2018/12/15/swatting-incident-
causes-elmhurst-to-be-evacuated/ Ha



• “The Dark Web”
• The Dark Web is a collection of thousands of websites that use anonymity tools like Tor and I2P 

to hide their IP address. While it's most famously been used for black market drug sales and 

even child pornography, the Dark Web also enables anonymous whistleblowing and protects 

users from surveillance and censorship.

• Adults, Teens, Tweens and the Internet
• Internet Privacy, especially in Gaming Communities

LIBRARY WORLD

https://www.wired.com/2014/11/hacker-lexicon-whats-dark-web/



GROOMING

Robyn Byrd via Buzzfeed.com
https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/arianelange/john-kricfalusi-ren-stimpy-underage-sexual-abuse

Robyn Byrd
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• When a sexual or other kind of predator sets the stage 
for abusing another, such as a child or other person 
(as in the case of sex and theory human trafficking).

• Trust: May give toys and/or other gifts and favors to 
the intended victim to gain trust.

WHAT IS GROOMING?

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Grooming
Lo



• Alienation: Settings the stage for the intended victim to 
become alienated from their primary caregivers/circles or 
family and community.

• Fear/dependency: Sets up a power dynamic in which the 
victim feels too afraid to report the abuse, perhaps by 
involving the victim in activities their friends and family 
might judge the victim negatively for, such as drug use (or 
even the abuse itself).

WHAT IS GROOMING?

https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=Grooming
Lo



“Robyn Byrd and Katie Rice were teenage Ren & Stimpy fans who 
wanted to make cartoons. They say they were preyed upon by 
the creator of the show, John Kricfalusi, who admitted to having 
had a 16-year-old girlfriend when approached by BuzzFeed 
News.”

The Disturbing Secret Behind An Iconic Cartoon: 
Underage Sexual Abuse
By Ariane Lange, March 29 - 2018 - www.buzzfeednews.com

REAL WORLD EVENTS
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• Public Computer Policy
• Digital and Internet Safety (Discord, Fortnite voicechat)
• Adults, Teens, and Tweens
• Be aware. Talk to Teens & Tweens.

LIBRARY WORLD 



• Michael Buono - Brentwood Public Library
• Robyn Byrd - Northern Illinois University
• James Hartmann - Hewlett-Woodmere Public Library
• James Hutter - Port Washington Public Library
• Nicki Loder - Westhampton Public Library

THANK YOU!



QUESTIONS?


